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SUBJECT CENTRE MANAGEMENT GROUP
MEETING ON TUESDAY 15 MAY 2001 AT 9.30AM
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

Present
Prof Michael Kelly (Chair and Director of Subject Centre), Janet Bartle (Academic Coordinator, C&IT), Alison Dickens (Academic Coordinator Linguistics and Area Studies), Dawn Ebbrell (CILT Higher Education Information Officer),  Roel Vismans (Director of the C&IT Centre), Vicky Wright (Academic Coordinator, Language), Liz Ashurst (Centre Manager and Minutes Secretary)


1.	Apologies for absence
These were received from Lid King
2.	Minutes of the last meeting
These were accepted as a true record of proceedings. 

3.	Evaluation report
The document was commended as giving a useful insight into the end–users’ perspective.  It was agreed that it would be important to consider carefully the content of publicity material so that the target audience for events is as clear as possible.  It was also suggested that each year might have a particular focus for example ‘part-time teachers’.  It would be important to revisit the evaluation document during discussions on planning for next year.

4.	Planning for next year 
Strategy document
MHK presented a re-drafted version of the Strategy document for the Subject Centre.  This and the possible forms of evidence for measuring success were discussed.  MHK agreed to rework the strategy document in the light of comments from the group and DE agreed to circulate information on Cilt’s ‘Facts and Figures’ publication to provide ideas about evidence of success.
Action: MHK, DE
Institutional visits
It was felt that a programme of institutional visits should be introduced next academic year.  This had been one of the most valuable parts of CTI activity.   It was agreed that the Subject Centre should aim to do between 6 and 8 institutional visits next academic year.  There would be no need to advertise this as Subject Centre staff had already been approached by a number of institutions.

A template for an institutional visit would be agreed upon but this would be customized for each visit.  The template would probably include short presentations by the Subject Centre on topics of interest.  A menu would be agreed by the Subject Centre team.  The other half of the visit might either be a presentation by the host institution on ideas or a presentation on an issue of concern to them.
The template for the visits would need to be developed in the next few months.
Action: EJA 

Restructuring the Specialist Groups
The proposal to establish a fourth Specialist Group to cover Culture and Society for Linguists was discussed.  If this were considered to be a viable medium term solution to the problem of coping with the Area Studies remit, there would probably need to be some shifting of roles and responsibilities to manage this.  It might also be necessary to appoint an assistant academic coordinator to assist with the implementation of proposals made by the Specialist Group.

It was agreed that if this proposal were to be taken forward, there would probably be fewer meetings of the Specialist Groups apart from Linguistics who would probably continue to meet three times over the course of the year.

It was agreed that both the Hull team and the Southampton team would need to consider this over the next few days if a proposal was to be submitted to the Advisory Board on 1 June.
Action: Management Group

Development of website
It was noted that a C&IT button should be added to the website template.  The resources currently housed on the C&IT centre website would be reorganised.  Those which form part of Subject Centre activity would be transferred wholly to the Subject Centre website.  Other sections (eg Eurocall) would be housed on the Language Institute website.

MHK pointed out that it would be important to strengthen the identification of the Subject Centre and the C&IT centre within it to be assured of continued funding after the end of 2002.  It was noted that the demands placed by the LTSN on Subject Centres re interoperability would take quite a bit of Fred Riley’s time next academic year.

It was noted that June Thompson would continue to work at the University of Hull on such projects as Eurocall.

It was agreed that Hull would set out a timetable of proposed activity by mid June which could be incorporated into the planning documentation for the LTSN.  Brief details of proposed activity would be required by 23 May for inclusion in papers to the Advisory Board.
Action: Hull team
LTSN projects 
Copies of the bid documents were included in the papers for the meeting but the projects were not discussed as the Subject centre has not received official confirmation of funding.

Case studies
Although the LTSN were strong advocates of the notion of commissioning mini-projects and case studies, it was agreed that this should be reconsidered for the academic year 2002-3 once the LTSN funded projects had been completed.

Away day
It was proposed that a date in early December might be booked and that time be spent considering an issue such as how we might raise our profile in all sections of our community.  EJA and the Subject Centre office would investigate possible dates and venues.
Action: EJA
 
Other issues from the Operating Statement
It was agreed that other comments on the operating statement would be fed back to EJA as soon as possible
Action: Management Group

5.	Updates from the three centres
DE provided information on recent activity at Cilt

6.	AOB
Publicising activitiy
It was suggested that fliers be produced which advertise the resources available in Cilt and at Hull.  Subject Centre publicity materials should be updated.  It was agreed that when Subject Centre newsletters were mailed out, fliers advertising forthcoming events would be included but that extra mailings during the year would be avoided as they were too resource intensive.  The monthly email bulletin was agreed to be a good vehicle for advertising events and was considered to be preferable to a more professional looking downloadable briefing (cf LTSN briefings)

Team meetings
It was agreed that the key points/actions of meetings of the Hull team would be communicated to EJA.  The Southampton team would continue to send the agenda for team meetings on the Staff mailbase list and would inform all members of Subject centre staff of key actions/developments.
Action: EJA, JB

Date of the next meeting
A programme of meetings for next academic year would be scheduled.  The September/October meeting is likely to be in Hull and may be combined with an event to raise the profile of the Subject Centre with colleagues in Hull.



